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X-ray electronics inspection made easy

Today there is a growing demand for flexible, high-
resolution and cost-effective inspection systems to cope 
with the demands of ever-smaller electrical components 
and comply with tighter quality standards. With the 
XT V series, you can get the inside view of printed circuit 
boards, in a smooth non-destructive process.

The XT V 130 and XT V 160 X-ray inspection systems are 
flexible high-precision solutions that facilitate defect 
analysis of loaded PCB boards. Designed for 100% BGA
and μBGA inspection, multi-layer board inspection and 
PCB solder joint inspection, these compact, easy-to-use 
and cost-effective inspection systems are indispensable 
in any electronics production area.

XT V series in a nutshell

- Interactive visualization,
- Fully automatic inspection and reporting
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Insight into the inside

Tracing hidden defects and internal imperfections

With the advent of many newer type components, optical 
inspection is no longer an option because the majority of 
connections remain hidden for the eye. This underlines the 
importance of premium real-time X-ray imaging for quality 
assurance and troubleshooting purposes. Today, any OEM and 
subsystem supplier active in electronics, consumer, automotive, 
aerospace and medical markets can take advantage of X-ray 
inspection technology to get the job done!

Automation increases throughput rates

Automated inspection functions and automatic board identification 
ensure high inspection throughput rates. Inspection reports 
compliant with MRP systems facilitate tight integration into 
customer-specific manufacturing processes.

An enabling X-ray imaging concept

A micro-focus source emits X-rays that penetrate the internal 
structure of the specimen. An image intensifier and digital camera 
combination, or an optional flat panel, capture the patterns of 
X-rays that pass through the specimen, showing different shades 
of gray depending on material and geometry. Thicker or denser 
material – such as iron, copper and lead – represent darker areas 
than areas highlighting thin or light materials – such as plastic, 
paper or air. Achieve optimized imaging conditions by moving the 
sample closer to the source or the detector to establish the desired 
magnification and field of view.

Computer Tomography (CT)

CT offers that extra dimension to X-ray technology. Based on a 
large number of X-ray images captured around a single axis of 
rotation, CT reconstructs an accurate 3D volume dataset that 
represents the internal structure of your sample. Viewed as slices 
in any orientation or as a 3D scene, the inner part is visualized and 
enables you to explore all the details of the object.

Moving the sample closer to the X-ray source increase the magnification of the 
resulting image

The component is rotated around its axis to take X-ray images from all around, result-
ing in a 3D volume dataset



Electronics X-ray systems delivering premium quality and economics

The XT V 160 can be selected with a choice of premium 
components throughout the system to optimize the
performance for your needs. With today’s miniaturized 
and increasing complex arrays, it is necessary to have 
the correct system whose performance is matched to the
sample size to give the required resolution on the boards.
In the XT V 160 not only can these images be produced
manually, but it is also possible to fully automate the 
inspection process for any board that can be inspected.

   beams

Intuitive to use

   generation

Focus on productivity

Safety as a design criterion

  clothing

  standards and CE regulation

Flexibility to build a system that meets your specific requirements

XT V 160  -  A high-quality PCB inspection system

failure analysis laboratories. With a precision joystick, system users 
control the 5-axis sample manipulator. Real-time X-ray allows them 
to intuitively navigate complex printed circuit boards and electronic 
components and quickly trace defects. In automated inspection 
mode, samples can be inspected at highest throughput.

  features

  of view

nder any combination of rotate, tilt and
magnification, true concentric imaging
nsures that the region of interest 
emains completely locked into the 
enter of the field of view.
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XT V 130  -  An affordable and compact 
     QA X-ray system

samples. Intuitive control software and automated inspection 
functions are ideal for operators manually or automatically 
inspecting multilayer boards, PCB solder joints, ball grid arrays 

pass/fail status based on user-definable criteria.

   features

Low cost of ownership

   tube components and replacement of low-cost filaments

sufficient flexibility to 
trace connectivity

45
enables users to zoom in on any 
specific item of interest 

5.3x

XT V series are CT ready to provide reconstructed 
3D volumes of electronic specimens



Inspect-X application software

Interactive and user-friendly software is essential in evaluating the 
complex internal structure of samples and performing accurate 
inspection. Inspect-X provides all the means to guide you in 
retrieving the required information, using the most advanced 
visualization and analysis capabilities. Developed to streamline 
the process of inspection and measurement, it runs first-article 
inspection in minutes, instead of hours or days

Real time X-ray inspection

Image analysis / enhancement

standard

Integrated CT acquisition

Minuscule solder dendrites and voids

Damaged wirebond in IC

Voiding at board level



High software productivity and versatility

Maximum productivity

Wide range of applications

inspection, CT for in-depth analysis

Safe system requiring no special precautions or batches

Electronic and electrical components
Inspection/Detection of broken wedge bonds, lifted ball bonds, wire 
sweep, die attach, dry joints, bridging/shorts, voiding, etc.

Populated and unpopulated PCBs

   porosity, bridging

   alignment

Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS, MOEMS)

Cables, harnesses, plastics and many more

Bridging/Shorts due to surplus solder 

Voiding at board level

Via issues and voiding

Wire bond verification
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System specifications

XT V 160 XT V 130

Max kV

 Max. electron beam power

X-ray spot size  

Defect recognition capability

System magnification

None

Manipulator 5 axes

Rotate axis Included Optional

Tilt

Measuring volume

Max. sample weight

Weight

Radiation safety

Control Inspect-X control and analysis software Inspect-X control and analysis software

Automation ready yes yes

CT ready yes, field upgrade required yes, field upgrade required

Applications Real-time radiography of individual
components and loaded PCB boards
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